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I. BApCGROUND

In 1980-81, the University Librarian first requeited the Advisory

Council/ on Evaluation and Promotion (ACEP) to address the dssue of whether

individuals without a master's degree in libral'y sciences could, for

specialized positionp, be appoiqed to the University Lirarian ranks. This

7

request was made verbally. The.Council's subsequent reply was also made

verbally and relied entirely on the Criteria for Appointment,-RpAppointment,

and Promotion (Professional Librat4ians), which states, "The minimum edu-

cational requirement for appointment to tDe librarian ranks is the completion

of an accredited graduate program in librarianship or information science."

1

The issue resurfaced during the Council's 1981-82 term ad-a result of

a February 26, 1982 memorandum from the University Archivist-to the Uni-

versity Librarian, a copy of which was sent to the Advisory Council

(Appendix.A).. In this memorandum, the University Archivist requested that

"the minimum educational requirement for the rank of University-Libr rian I

in HiStorical Manuscripts & Archives be set.as 'completion of an accredited'

graduate program in History, American Studies, or Archival Administration.'"

The memorandum also contained the request that the Advisory douncil on

Evaluation and Promotion, give the MLS requirement a full review.

'
21s .,,a first response to the University Archivist's memorandum, several .

members of the Advisory council met With the University Librarian on
4

March 16, 1982 to discuss the memorandum and to seek clarification of the

issue of "equivalent" degrees and the Council's itvolvement in the issue.

The,one tangible outcome of the meeting was a commitment on the part of the\

e /
1 The master's of library,science degree and its variant desiiTations
hereafter' be referred tio as the MLS.
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University Librarian to clarify, in writing, the scope of the issue as he

viewed it. This clarification came in a letter of March 17, 1982 (Appendix 8)..

,The basic thrust of this letter is illustrated by the following

excerpt:

Specifically the question is whether or not there are, or may
be, positions within the University Libraries whose ddties and
responsibilities dre such'that they are in accord with the
qualities desired in librarians of W1Franks and those specifi
cally delineated for the various ranks, beginning with that of
University Librarian I, but for which other educational quali
fications night be substituted for the present minimum educational
requirement of completion of an accredited graduate program in
librarianship or information science.

The letter also posed seven specific questions, most of which relate to

identifying specific ponitions or departments in which ah equivalent degree

might be appropriate .or identifying th4 "admissible" degrees or specialized

training to'the exclusion of all others. In addition,a question was raised ,

conoerning the possibility that the pool of applicanj,s for certain positio

night be unduly restricted if an MLS is required in addition to a subject

master's or other specialized training.

On March 30, 1982, several members of the Advisory Council met with the

Associate Director for Personnel in order to clarify further the issues

raised by the University Librarian and to discuss alternative solutiOns to

the problems rais4d i his letter of March 17. A considerable portion of
H

the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the job classification study that

4

the University is currently conducting and the possible bearing it may have

on the issue of minimum educational mquirements'for positions. Thera was

also some discussion of the American Library Association's interest in-the

issue of these requireffent6. La3tly, the Associate _Director shared with the

Advisory Council members the results of the telephonervey 'she was cd(nduoting

1

-2- J
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to determine the educational r64uirements of other academic libraries for4

'entry level librarian ranks.

By raid- Spring 1982, the Advisory Council members had not only partiCi-.

pated in the meetings mentioned above,.but were in the midst of a thorough
.

literature search on the issue of educational qualificatiOns and classi-

fication of specialists in academic libraries. As the Advisory Council

read and discussed the available literature, it became increasingly clear

that the issue of minimum' educational, requirements. and of equivalent degrees,

was an extremely complex and hotly debated CThe question then arose"

whether the Advisory Council - -whose main.. function it is to review and mate

recommendations regarding promotional,cases=-was the proper group` to deal
I

with the issue the 'univeraity Archivist and University Librarian had °

raised; might it not be more appropriate and efficient to establish a

personnel advisory committee to deal with this issue and perhaps other

similar issues in the future? The Council, after much. discussion, decided

to make this question an agenda item at the annual all-librarian ACEP

-meeting on April.13, 1982.(Appendix.C). At thierneeting,,..it was decided-by

all the librarians oreserit--and underscored by the University Librarian-ithat

the Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion had the jurisdiction to

deal with this issue arid should do so.

/
Since there was Insufficient time between the April. 13 meeting and

/ .

the end of the 1981!-2 AEEP Corm on May"31, 1982 to consider fully and

,responsibly the issues raised b."the Uivprsity Lit?rarian, the 19817-82

Council charged the 1982-.83 Council to do so. the University Librarian

was informed of this 3 t/ion on May 18, 19 P (5ee Append ix D). At the same

time, the 1981-82 Council determined 1 course ot idtion to be followed

during the summer: I) .the -literature search .ihould he continued;

a,



2) a survey-of jobiadvertisemenf,n would be conducted with selected telephone
1.

).
,

10
follow-up to determine what. r).actices other 'institutions follow in hiring

v

:. .. ,specialists and fitting them into their persoNne'l structures; 3) a meeting
..', )

of the Advisory Council4 with the UniverrAty ArChivist would be held in order

to honor hisrequest.for the opportunity to argue the merits of his request;

4) written'comments would be solicited from-all libra'rians in the University

o Connctitut Libraries to determine their views on altering the minimum

educational requirement for appointment to the University Librarian ranks;

and 5) anall-librarian meeting would be convened during the summer'in
o

order to discuss the issue and to allow opportunity for further input by

librarians.

Section of this report are devoted to summarizing the results

of the above activities. Section VIII consists of the Advisory Council's

recommendations and response regarding the issues raised-by the University

Librarian.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In reviewing the minimum educational requirement for appOintment to

the University Librarian ranks, the Advisory Council consulted literature

concerning the nature of librarianship and library positions, training ror

librarianship, credentials for beginning librarians, educational advancement

within an individual's career, the role of library schools in training

librarians, and professionalism in librarianship. In addition, the Council

researched alternative career ladders for noriMLS library employees, training

for archivists, library-archive relations, the role of specialists in

academic libraries, and the training of specialists.

Much of the literature reflects an unresolved identity prCblem among

librarians themselves. The role of librarians within an institution, within

the profession, and within society is anything but clear. Swan
2
sees

librarians as educators, engaged in teaching, interpretation of ideas, and

intellectual relationships with patrons. Toy views librarians as pro-

fessionals who develop the core of knowledge necessary for the practice of
,1L

a "true" profession; such knowledge is expanded through research efforts

of individual librarians, partlIcularly those in academic libraries. Other

k
librarians, however (e.g., Nelson), feel that the pursuit of the "chimera"

of professionalism i3 futile, largely because of the widespread. view that

,librarianship is characterized by routlpe, technical work. Finally, the

whole question of who we are and what we do in often, as Bayless notes,

muddled by a preponderance of individual° who view themselves an "wishy-

washy" and unable to define themselves within a strong vision of the pro-

fen:lion of librarianship and who manifest a Failure or nerve in defending .

the profession an being worthwhile. fn annwer to those who denigrate

librarianship an nimply a "trade" (e.g., inaacnoni with no iiitellectual

.,ee Bibliography Cor complete citations to thin and Following itomn.



content, on-e author (Dollard) proposes that we "burnt out of the'slammer 4

of self- sacrificing shushing we've. been sentenced to," recognize our chosen

occupation for the valuable and worthwhile activity it is, and compensate

its practitioners accordingly. 3

Amidst such uncertainty and discord in the pro-fession, future librarians

are trained by library schools which provide a fairly standardized core

curriculum of knowledge and techniques necessary for all librarians:

acquisition of library materials, classification of,these materials,

reference sources, administration of libraries, and history of libraries'

and library materials. Library schools additionally provide a plethora of

electiyes relevant to the many specialties within the profession. The

question of whether library school training, and hence the MLS, is sufficient

for all professional librarian position, or worse, even relevant to.actual

tasks or functions of librarians, is central to the.question of educational

requirements for librarians,

Those questiontng the necessity of an MLS for a librarian's work often

cite a 1977-78 study entitled LibrEy'y Selection Project. This study attempts

to prove that the MLLT, as,an absolute requirement for beginning 14brarians is

not in accord with Equal l;;,mployment Opportunity guidelines. Using functional

job analysis as a study tool, a committee of California librarians and

selection specialists identified thirty-six tanks that :1 beKinning librarian

must be able to perform on "ply OW?" of employment. This :;dy proves that

the library schools .;urNeyed adequatoly train librarians to perorm those

3The professional orp-,anization rop&esenting the library profension--the
American Library Aslociationhas itself heen crittci.zed for failing to
serve :13 an advocate for lihririans and their concerns (Hogdin). Thin

failure has led to the ostahlishment or the National ibva tans Associ-
ation, in advocacy ,group woriniT, for the imprAvtment of rho condition:;

of employment for individnaL wnom they define thole

holding the MLS degree,



tanks;ethe study also concludes that non-ML:', trainin'g programs and

on -the -job experience poviAe sufficient .background for the performance of

the thirty -six tasks.

Keith Cot tam ("Minimum Qualifications and the Law ."), repotinr.

on the work of ALA's Minimum Qualifications for Librarians Task Force, writes

thatrthe Task' Force recognizes the MLS as a worthy profssional standard,

but recommends that relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities possessed by

the candidate be the focal point in the hiring process. ;Ltsuito reported

in American Libraries and commentary elsewhere in the literature suggest

that training and experience are more justifiable than the MLS alone in

hiring librarians; while the MLS has been struck down by some civil

- service hoards (Ohio) as a minimum educatiotl requirement for librarians,

in other cases (Jacksonville, Florida) it has been upheld as justifiable

(American Library 'Association, Minimum Qualifications for Librarians .

Thus far, there has been only one court challenge regarding an MLS require-

melt In academic institutions, and this case is still pending ("Library

Lawsuit. .") . One cannot ignore the'fact, though, that the federal

4
gc)verhmont ha:; ror'ently M.ido recommerlditIOho to olimin:it? the MLR as'an
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Advocaten or ":ilterr.atie" r,r 1 tier: forli:.rary ;-,0Fonnel rot

negate that educati(n 'ceynd othe oh trainin in nece:u:Ary for

proper performance cr litrarIan the'; (io not. identify

precioely what Corm thl:; edu:atin taV.0, nor do they c:'ten identiry

other to lttaln V.rowle of II1_rary I-the-jot) trainIrg In no,!1

an one avenue tcwar(11 tecc,,ming .t ."god librarian" (nee Danieln). Ncwhere in

Daniel'' article, wever, i it made clear who will conduct the trainin::,.

On the other han'.1, ).(1vccaten or certirication nccc-'-''n1 a aeries or centtnutr-7

educcition wor< oiLjo and te...,t,an proof comp,2ten,-.y trcu.-,hout a litrarian'o

career'. !,!oat certl:Iction advocaten, however !'urr, Regan), ntart
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III. SURVEY .01? ADVRRTISEMENTS OF PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIAN
POSITIONS WITH RESPECT TO MLS REQUIREMENTS

*n,

During the summer, of 1982, members of the Advisory Counc 1 scanned

advertisements appearing,J,p a two-month periOd in Coll' & Research

Library News, 'American Libraries, and the Chronicle of Higher Education

for specialist 0Ositions in institutions comparable to the University of

Connecticut Library. Nine librat4ies
4
were then contacted DY telephone to

determine polities and practices utilized in filliVg specialist positions

as well as general persoinel policies relevant to the MLS reqUirement.
I

It

must be noted that many advertisements requiring the MLS "or equivalent"
dg

turned out to mean the MLS or one of its variant desigpations (MSIS, MSLS,

foreign 'ibrary degree
#2',

etc.), and not the MLS or other non-library

graduate degrees. Most eople contacted were asked the following questions',

or appropriate variants thereof:

1. Is the MLS required for all librarian and/or specialist
positionsl-

A

2. Do librarians and/or specialists have faculty.Status;
If so, how does such status affect required minimum
educational qualifications?

3. If a specialist were hii:ed without the MLS, into what
rank or,ranking system would the person be placed?

4. Was the pool of applicants responding to the specific job
advkrtisement restricted by requiring the MLS or (where
applicable) other specialized training?

Specific situations at some institutions eliminated the need to ask all of

the above questions. Dr other cases, the basic set of questions pre-

cipitated a lengthy discussion of other relevant issues.

Responses to question 1--whether the MLS is an absolute requirement

4
Kansas. State University, Louisiana State University, Northwestern University,
Seton Hall University, University of Arizona, University of Arkansas, Uni- -°
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of Kansas, and University
of Virginia.

13



for appdintment to the rank of librarianWere generally a qualified yes;

some institutions make specific provisions for specialists.. A summary of

specific responses. follows:

library'requires that all librarians have.the kLS! Ihere Were

nb exceptions and no further comments, except to say that the current

archivist has an MLS; if the archivist did not have the MLS, he6he would

theoretically be placed'into an administrative rank.
f .

--One library hired a.pe4son with an .MLS (having advertised that the
1

( MLS was required) for a subject specialist position, It was felt.that the

MLS was essential due te4the emphasis placed on referenCe,vice in the

position. The respondent commented further that only programmer positio9,

/currently did not require the MLS, but that one programmer doesjiave the
a

'MLS and,, most likely, all future programMers

MLS. Additionally, the archivist has an MLS,
_

the time of hiring.

will be required to have the

which-was a requireTent at

--One library requiring the MLS for appointment into the'faculty rank

'automatically rejects applicants without the MLS or with a non-ALA accredited

degree. Specialty positions not requiring the MLS do ex),St, but appointees

9 ere placed in administrative ranks.

/
--Another 'ibrary's eaculty handbook places all/MS holders into

librarian ranks, but identifies certain specialis positions which allovu,,

background other than the MLr., (e.g., automation subject specialties, and

archives). The faculty system devising these/exceptions is new enough

that no specialists have as yet been hired subsequent to the creation of

the written guidelines. It was *assumed by the respondent that such people

will be granted faculty status, but in an administrative rank.

--One library requires the MU; for-all ltbraAn positions. But,

10



.

history was.deemed-most import
1

ant for ,archival positions- Therefore,, an
%

archivist without the MLS was hired for the advertised'position, but was

placed $n an administrative rank.

librarequires the MLS for librarian rank ,only because the state's

certification requirements mandate the MLS. The library's personnel director.

' would prefer not to have the MLS required.

--One library does not require, the MLS in all cases. But, due to the

bontrcversial nature of.attempts to establish absolute guidelines, this

libeary has created a committee on appointment criteria to review and approve

requirements for evepy advertised positibn on a case-by-case basis.; With each

opening it is determined, at the beginnipg of the search pi-ocess, whether, the

MIeS is required or whether other educational qualifications are. more relevant.

Theoretically, this system allows for the appointment of non-MLS professionals

into, the librarian ranks. In actual practice, however; it was stated that

8

few exceptions to the MLS requirement are ever made; these exemptions are

archival positions and temporary, grant-funded positions.

F,

--One library advertising for a curator in the Archives Department re-

quired the MLS and/or a graduate degree in history, Archives is the only

department in which professional librarians (with title and rank) are.not

required to have the AILS'. No(objection has been raised by other librarians

because, according to the respondent, the librarians recognize the differefiCa

in the nature of archival work.

In response to questions 2 and 3--faculty status and rank--the

respondents indicated that most librarians within their institutions have

faculty status. The 'difference between."rank" and "status," however, is not

always clearly defined. Some libraries grant faculty status only to

individuals with the MLS. Of these, some require the MLS for both librarian



f

and specialist position6 within the library. Others will hire specialists

^ - 1 - --,---,,, -

IL into the System, but rank -aa-administoators withoutfaculty.status.
1" , .

Still others diatinguish between librarians (With the MLS) and administratiyo

specialists (without the MLS), but grant faculty status to both. How

'faculty status, then, affects.. the MLS requirement' is not always clear.

With regard to question 4--pool of applicants - -not all respondents in-
4

dicated whether they felt that the pool of applicants was restricted in

filling the advertised position by requiring specific educatiOnal background.

Of those who did respond, some specific cases are worth noting:

--One respondent, advertising for a slide librarian, felt that the pool

was much4;stricted by requiring the MLS; the library hired a candidate with

o previous Slide library experience.

-- Another respondent agreed that the pool is always small, but attributes

this primarily to low salaries paid at 'the .particular institution.-The MLS is

required, but the small potl is not seen as being the result of the MLS re-

quirement.

--One respondent agreed that the pool of applicants for a computer posi-

/.

tion was limited, but felt that the MLS was crucial, having had previous bad

experience with non-MLS computer people.

--Another respondent felt that the current., limited pool of computer

people with the MLS is temporary; as automation develcPps,'more and more

information scientists will possess both computer training and the MLS, and,
-0-

concurrently, more and more library automation-Ipositions will re uire the MLS.

To summarize the telephone survey, of all nine libraries contacted, not

all responded to all questions. One must also bear in,mind that the Advisory

Council did not intend the telephone survey to be a formal, comprehensive

study; rather, the survey was conducted in order to give the Council a general

-13-



feeling for thcroxperioncen of other largo acaaomic librarion whiah have
)

recently considered the matter of special4sts.. RenponSes to the questions

indicate that most librar4still require the'MLS for appointment an a

librarian.' For some librarrdn, faculty status guidelines ddtorm,ne minimum

educational qualifications. For one, state,eertification requirements deter-

mine minimum educational qualifications. Some !nstitutions requiring the MLS

for all librarian positions still maintain non-MLS librarians, but under'

grandfather clause's only. There are institutions which make exceptions to the

MLS requir'ement for librarian rank or faculty status only for specialized

positions--usually in archives. Any other exceptions to the MLS requirement

usuallyt,occur at very large institutions with specialized collections and

needs. Most respondents did indicate that a hard decision on

specialists is a fairly recent phenomenon. Some are happy with the soautions

devised; others are not.,.

_141
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IV

11 xv. TriE ISSUE AS ADDRESSED BY THE AMEIIICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

. A

The American Library Association established a Minimum Qualifications for
)

Librrians. Task Force in 1978.' Its charge is to-study'the competencies needed

forcintry, level professional positions; possible alternative routes (other than
.

leducation) to professional positions; and the impact of Equal Employment

Opportunity laws on the MLS (or its v, ant designation's) as a minimum edn- .

catio al requirement for librarian positions.

h 'Task Force ha's produced a fact sheet.entitled "Minimum Qualifications

for L brarians: What are the Issues?" (see Bibliography) which offers advice

to libraries facing the issue of minimum requirements. As the authors of this

publiction observe, "ALA policy presently, States that a Mastgos degree

(i.e., ''the MLS or its variant designations) Is the bhsic requirement for

librarian positions." Furthermore, "until examinations are identified that are

valid arkd reliable tests of equivalent qualifications, the academic degree

(or evidence of years'of academic work completed) is recommended as the single

best means for determining that an applicant has the background recommended."

As the authors note, however, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC) guidelines may Viefect the use of the MLS requirement in the hiring

process. Further, there have been several' cases which challenge the MLS re-

quirement. In some, such as the March 1979 case brought before the Jacksonville,

Florida Civil Service Board Classification,,Committee, the MLS has been upheld

as a minimum reqiiirement for librarian employment. In others, such as the

classification system adopted by the Ohio Civil Service Commission, the MLS

has,been dropped as a minimum requirement.

While the Task Force is still exploring the issue of minimum employment

qualifications, it does make specific recommendations for the interim.

-15-



npoeifically, it recommend's that "neloction poneduren he natitlfelly'valida

to ensure that the applicants posseSn the nocennary copetenciien, iincaue

pr9fennional validation in n highly technical, expensive and'timo-connuming

procedure, alternative qualifications should,not he etabliShed arhitravily

. or hastily,"

Although the work of the Tank Force foc.:Uen primarily on the Inoue of

whether the MLS as a minimum requirement f9r employment can justifiably with-,

stand the challenge of job seekers with skills acquired in ways other than

cournework or degrees, it is nonethelenni'relevantto the issue oP M[,$
A

equivalency at the Univeroity of Connebtiribraries. When the MLS itself

has not been formally validated, it would iiiaeedoeem rash to install locally.

a series of additional degrees (to the exclusion of.others) which would also

be unvalidated at this time.

Eleanor Holmes Norton, former chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, addressed this issue of validation at the annual American Library

n d

Association meeting in Philadelphia in 1982. The, Office for Library Personnel

Resources Advisory. Committee sponsored a program entitled "Just What Does a

Librarian Do? Techniques for Raising Awareness," which was devoted to the

issues of minimum qualifications and comparable pay. Ms. Holmes pointed out

that under the EEOC Uniform Guidelines, an employer must show that degree re-
Z

quirements are job-related and that a single definitive court suit 'could

dismember creOentialism for the MLS cleared unless the profession takes steps
.q4

to validate the degree. She stressed that 'this Aid not mean an abandonment of

professional standards and that standards which have been validated will not be..."

dismissed by the courts. She emphasized that alternative routes to the

profession should be established, validated, and evaluated, but that such

routes for librarians have not yet been established and that such validation

-16-
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"aid ovalua006 pr000duron am dirridAt to. put. in 'Waco.
. -

-7-. A

1Ji

5 Regarding the issue of validationi the US Department of Education has engaged
King Research, Inc. "to determine the present and future competencies needed
by library and information science professionals and to examine the education
needed to achieve those capabilities." King Research is to "establish a
planning process to identify, define, describe, and validate library compe-
tencies,'and design and imple-ment appropriate-curricula." (American

Libraries 13 (December 1982): 673).
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V. nummnity mEETING W 'I'II THE UN) VEIL'; I TY AM:111111:1T

In eesponse to the University Avehivintos memorandum vohmivy 198:'

(AppendAx A), the Advisory Council mot with thr,. Arehivint on July 1

.The meeting consisted or a brier presontation'by the University Archivist which

focused on hi :) doNfro to ottmtwito tho ML :; tho mthimom educational reAre-

mont for Librarian f In Hintorical Manuscripts & Archives and to substitute

inntead a graduate degree in history, American studies, or archival adminintra-

tion; hin prenentatlon was followed by a lengthy question and answer period.

Tn hin presentation, the University Archivint relied on.hin February 26

memorandum to represent the major reanons why ho feels the above changes should'

be made. In addition, he noted one event nince February which, in his view,

strengthens the justification for his request. Under the University or

Connecticut Profesnional,Employees Annociation (UCPEA) contract for July 1, 1982-

O
June 30, 1985, all promotions for members of the bargaining unit will be accom-

panied by a minimum raise of $250. Since the University Archivist is a University

Library Specialist and'since there are no ranks in this category, he cannot be

promoted and hence cannot receive a promotional raise; likewise, siry another

professional in Historical Manuscripts & Archives was hired as a University

Library Assistant (ULA) III and since ULA III is the top rank for the ULA

category, she could not be promoted and hence could not receive a promotional

raise.

The University Archivist then focused on a question which he feels is

basic to the issue of
flb

accepting other graduate degrees as equivalent to the

MLS: What constitutes professional status or professional qualifications in

a particular field? In library science, it is clearly the MLS degree; in the

archival profession, the answer is less easily defined. Traditionally;-

-18-
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tArkli 1 V 1 t ti.tkitt (..41111c the! 111 itt ,11.1 ;i 111 t I t Ur!tit,y t ti t ti trt y

years, a path has also developed throuth educalion in library science,

primaritif htcaunr arMlives have tut not ti rd to

lihrJry systems, this arltivAl protession in Mi)VitIg: In yet, a third

direction for' training--archival education insams, which afford greatee

autonomy from both hlstory and library science alike. Thr University Archi-

vist reels, however, that solid background, trainitw, and experience in

hintorical research ntill eenntitutu the, eanential route fur' archival training.

In npite of th'e Fact that the University' Archivist seen archival work 4n

different from library science and neon the education and training ror the

two professions as different, he stated in his presentation that because or

mutual institutional connections, archivists should. be recognt.4ed as being in

many other respects the n:Imf, ;UI librariann. And, when it t)ecomen an issue or

status withinIthe library System, the two professions should be treated an

equal. The archivist continued by stating that use of the University Library

Specialist category for archivists is akin'to setting up an "other" category,

which, while'being a professional category, is inherently not equal to the

"main," i.e., University Librarian, category. tine of the University Library

Assistant III rank for archivists is also unsatisfactory; notI only is it a

dead end as far as promotions are concerned, but ULAs, in practice, are not

considered fully professional in the same way that University Librarians or

University Library :specialists are.

After thq University Archivist's preseritation, a wide-ranging question

and answer period took place. Frbm the discussion, the reasons for the

University Archivist's proposal to change the educatiOnal requirements for

University Librarian I in Historical Manuscripts & Archives became, clearer.

His concern focused less on his own status as a University Library specialist

-12-



t It:111 tits !h 3t 1.13 of Imo 1,1 1113 c-::11.1wir-csi .33 3 1/1 :1 111 . At th t ;(1 ti 13

wii .1t rct,1 Itt 1 1 1 A, ii h1Vci, tIIt till y I cte!.,try rq,c111

,) hr. ti.i t tint. 11,i1 .-1,10 nf itt !to

University It rAiihn rrqiiirrt71 :1111 al.,;,,oin!,,,,nt to Itr.

hnilvdrmity Lilwary .':e41a117,t r,i10- was api.arently re erve, thd riv;e, for

tide po-,nessin the VO. The nearly hir

odueational milli

c7:::111,/on !:lnt nr,ifhelr or

rementn but pos7lesned, rather, A ffia7iter'n

Th114,, tii r.ati ofstudies And one ant ha l( yearn of ar..htval rei.perienoe.

In 10-eri,.:in

University LIbeary Asnintsnt III WA71 tinr-A for the position. the linlver;lity

-iv I. notrAt hoWcVrV. !itila :wt. hire At the hihelt level

it is possible for them to aitAin, enecially for 'in entry level (-)st.tIon.

A

The nithatton s heee!':ed All t more unjust to the University Acchivist given

the fact that the secnd choice candidate for the position would, bei.Ausehe

had the have been hired :in a Univernity Librarian I or 11--a ran

ostensibly eiarrying more status than that or University Library AssistAnt III.

In the University Archivist's. view, the f1-ni l injustice occurred when the

newly appointed Preservation Officer wan given the rank or University Library

Specialist. The sinificsnce of thin in that, for the first time, the

Uiliversity Library :;pecialist category was uned for someone without the PhD.

Thus, a solution that wa?1 unavailable for the archives positipm wan, several

months Liter, available in another case: (This particular situation has

since-been changed; theULA fti was recently upgraded to a University Library

pccialIut 1.

\i--------.

The University Archivist also identified ..ieveral more general concerns

ear din the use of separate ranks for archivists and-librariann. Perhaps

central to his argument that the educational requirement for the University

Librarian ranks be modified i3 the issue of perception--:Ipeeific..ally,

tion and status. in his view; archivists are seen ty librarians am different

9. t
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In addition to the problem areaoutlined above, respondents also

identified two factors which might make any alteration in the present a olute

requirement of an MLS undesirable. for the present time. First, several

respondents mentioned the job classification study that is currently being

conducted by the UniverSity; until the results of this study.are known, any

radical change in educational requirements for specific ranks would be-pre=

cipitous. Secondly, at a time when the entire library, profession is. engaged

in -the issue of educational requirements for librarianship, it seems unwise

for libraries to cotfuse the issue further with a series of separate,local

decisions leading to yet more diverse standards.
. ,

Some respondents acknowledged that there could be advantages to eliminat-

ing the present absolute requirement of an MLS for appointment as a University

Librarian" Elimination of the requirement might make it easier to meet Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission guidelines, would provide administrative

flexibility in making appointments, and would open up the career ladder for

non-M4S. professional in Library. The same respondents who noted these

advantages,, however, felt that they were not sufficient reasons for dropping
1

the MLS as a minimum requirement. A frequently mentioned solution to the

specific problem of a lack of a career ladder for non-MLS specialists was to

endow the University Library Specialist category with ranks similar to those

used for University Librarians. This would promote not only a sense of ad=

vancement in rank through promotions but would also mean that Library Special-

ists would bd eligible for promotional raised as stipulated by the University'

of Cqnnecticut Profebsional Employees As)ociaeion contract for 1982-1985.

4
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VII. SUMMARY OF THE ALL-LIBRARIAN, MEETING
f.

On August 25,. 1982, the Advisory Council held an all-librarian meeting

in order to describe-its progress with the MLS equivalency issue and to pro-
,.

vide an additional opportunity for librarians-to offer.their comments on the

issue. The commentary ACEP "received was wide-ranging and generally supported

the viewpoints expressed in the written cd4entary. Notably, here,were.4,

several librarians at the meeting who had attained their MLS degree--in some

cases with reservationswhile working at the University of Connecticut Lib-

rary. Invariably, they stated that the coursework towards the MLS provided

them with a comprehensive knowledge of library operations that they could not
tr

have obtained through their jobs'alone% A listing of additional points which

were raised follows.

Further problem areas for consideration:

1. An additional precipitating factor for the issue of equivalent

degrees at the University of Connecticut Libraries is the fact that many

personnel decisions have been based on the edutatiOnal'background and

qualifications of individuals, rather than according to the requirements of

the, position.

2. The issue of minimum educational qualifications for University

Librarians at the University of Connecticut has surfaced largely because of.

the vagueness surrounding the University Library Specialist category. Several

librarians urged that the University Librairian develop written guidelines for

the use of the Library Specialist designation. (The University Librarian drew

up a brief memo on September 8, 1982 .outlining criteria for appointment to

University Library Specialist positions; see Appendix G).

3. While it is true that those in the University Library Specialist sate-
\

gory are indeed denied the opportunity for promotion and for promotional

-25-



raises mandated by the 1982-85 UCPEA contract, many University Library Assistants

find themselves in a similar situation, in that the career ladder for this cate-

gory is very short (i.e., only three ranks). Further, some librarians at

the meeting felt that the issue of promotional salary increments was not a,

legitimate reason for changing the criteria for appointment to University

Librarian ranks and that the salary problems of those now in the University

Library Specialist rank should be dealt with in a different manner.

4. Broadening the minimum educational-requirements for the librarian

ranks out of fear of discrimination challenges, is, inappropriate and may sult

in criteria that are actually less defensible tlIkn t by which we now

operate. If we were to broaden the minimum educational requirement to several

degrees and/or specialized training, we would open ourselves to challenges by

still other, subject specialist's and would be hard pressed to explain what ,

backgrund is necessary in order to function as a librarian.

Other options for solution of problems relating to the University Library
Specialist category offered by the librarians present:.

1. Adopt a two-track system such as that at the New York Public Library.

_Equal pay.and equal status would result 'for MLS and non-MLS professionals,

but they would occupy two separate career tracks.

2. Place those now in the University Library Specialist rank in the

ranks of University Staff Professional I-VI, since this would provide a career

ladder. The University Librarian verifiedthat this is indeed an option but

that it had not been explored yet.

3. Retain the University Library Specialist category but modify it by

the addition of ranks so that promotions would be possible in;title and in salary.

4. Open the University Librarian peer review process, as governed by the

Criteria for Appointment and Promotion, to the University Library Specialists,

but refrain from actually placing them in the University Librarian ranks. This

29



suggestion generated much discussion with regard to.the ability of librarians

to evaluate specialists.

5. Refrain from making any changes that would affoct the Library

SpeClalists until the results of the University's job classification study

are unveiled, since the study_ itself may result in the provision of career

ladders for those currently without them. (It may, of course, result in even'

broader changes).

Problems and trends in the profession:

1. Specialist categories have arisen in libraries because library

schobls have.not provided training for certain specialized library positiops..

Library schools should be made aware that they are not doing their job

adequately.'

2. Some library schools (UCLA, University of Chicago),are developing

E

goals, with Council on Library Resources support, to establish training

programs for specialized research library positions.

3. The American Library Association has set up the Minimum Qualifica-
,

tions for Librarians Task Force to explore the issue of minimum educational

requirements. Again, several librarians urged that it would be wise to wait

for the results of the Task Force's work before acting at the local level.

Procedures for further work on the issue:

1. The results of the Advisory Council's inquiry into the issue of mini--

mum educational requirements for librarian positions and its resulting

recommendations will not only be relayed to the University Librarian, but will

be made available to the Library staff.

2. If the Advisory Council advocates any changes. or amendments to the

present educational requirements for University Librarians, these proposed

-changes must be voted on by the University Librarians and, to be approved, must

be endorsed by the majority of the librarians voting, as per the criteria.

-27-
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VIII. 'RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

A. Recommendations

1. The Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion recommends that the

present absolute requirement of an MLS degree as a criterion for appointment

, to or promotion within the University Librarian ranks be retained.

2. The Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion recognizes that

there may be, now or in the future, positions and departments within the

Library in which the duties and responsibilities of University Library

Specialists are similar to those of University Librariana. The Council con-

cludes, however, that the MLS is a necessary educational requirement for appoint-

ment as a University Librarian and that an advanced subject degree or special-

ized training is not an acceptable substitute for appointment to that rank.

3. The Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion concludes that the

pool of.applicants,for certain specialized positions will not be unduly

restricted by requiring the MLS in addition to a subject master's or special-

ized training. Further, for these positions the Council believes that

requiring the MLS in addition to a subject master's or specialized training

can only benefit the quality of service rendered to the Library and recommends

to the Library Administration that it fill present or anticipated specialist

vacancies with candidates possessing such credentials.

4. The Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion recommends that the

Library Administration cease using the University Library Specialist classifi-

cation on an ad hoc basis and formulate detailed and justifiable guidelines

for appointment to that rank.

B. Narrative

In reaching its recommendations, the Advisory Council his considered the

following points:
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--The npecific Innen of MLS equivalency at they
Unlvernity of Connecticut lino arinon becaunn of
the use of the Uniyornity Library Specialint
category on an ad hoc basin, renulOng in

certain Inequities.

Thane inequitien include, first, the inconnintent-and sometimes unfair

use of the University Library Specialist category. An noted. in Section V, not

only have the "criteria" for inclusion in the Library Specialist rank changed

seemingly at whim--indeed, they did not exist in writing-until September 8,-

1982--but there has been one instance in which one employee (the Preservation

Officer) was placed in that ran 'while another employee (an archiyist) with

comparable. eaudational credentials was excluded. Although this particular

instance of inequity has since been remedied,, the fact remains that such ad

hoc arrangements frequently result in inconsistency and inequity.

The second inequity resulting from the present structure of the University

a
Library Specialist rank is the unavailability to Library Specialists of the

same or a similar career ladder available to those within University'

Librarian ranks. Pre.litously, this inequity was reflected in title only; now,

however, it is reflected in a lack of access to the promotional raises provided

under the University of Connecticut Professional Employees Association 1982-

1985 contract. Clearly, this issue must be addressed by the Library Administration.

The use of the University Library Specialist category on an ad hoc basis,

has resulted.in a third inequi a perceived isolation by some occupying this

rank from the University Librarians and the Library. This; it must be stressed,

is a perception. Further, whether it would exist were the Library Specialist

rank used in a more consiste t, justiPided, and positive manner is obviously

yet to be determined.
/

--To alter minimum educational requirement for
appointmet0 to, the University Librarian ranks in'
order to'identify certain positions and/or depart-.
ments in which certain subject degrees and/on
specialized training would be accepted in lieu of

-29--
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tho mn would wreak'havec with a well-Cunetioning
nyntem.

At the University of Connecticut Library, the evolution of the criteria

for appointment to--and probation withinthe librarian rani haa taker; 47ice'

over a long period of time. It has re:307yd in an orderly, well-defined

procedure. It is a system in which.-those involved know what is expected or

them. Putting ouch a personnel system in place is always a difficult matter;

to impose order upon past policies and'practices results in

inequities for some, which diminish with time. To tamper with such a system

will lead to renewed'inequities and to another long period of uncertainty.

--If one were to accept equivalent experience and/or
specialized training for non-MLS specialists to be
appointed to the ,University Librarian ranks, greater
inequities than now exist would result.

Under the present system,,University Librarians are not given employment

and rank status credit for their pre-professional library experience or other
I 11

relevant experience. However, under the proposal to change the present

criteria, non-MLS holders would be given exactly that--credit for their
?/

equivalent experience--in order to attain the University Librarian ranks. If

this proposed change were instituted, all those in the present University

Librarian ranks would have to be reevaluated to consider the pre-professional

or equivalent experience they had at the time of appointment. Otherwise, the

majority--if not all--of those librarians with the MLS would be in inequitable

situations vis-a-vis thote appointed to the University Librarian ranks without

the MLS.

--By its very nature, the MLS provides its holder with
a requisite overview of library operations that
other specialized degrees or training cannot.

The Mr gives its holder an overview of all libra4 operations. not

.just of the specialized area in which someone may holdan advanced degree or

specialized training. This overview may, indeed, not be necessary for some

-30-
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positions, but in other positions it is essential (e.g.,systems) in ordtir

to perrorm competently- the, duties required or tip pesitIon. The Ml.;;, though

varying In quality and training according to the confer* ng institution,

doom provide all holders with an overview of all library operations and a

1
Common bane of knowledge and oxpertine amongst co-workers.

--Any decision the University of Connecticut Library
might make to hire n non -MLS holder an a University
Librarian will, in onnence, be an ad hoc decinion.

The University of Connecticut Library has a.pant practiCe of making

ad hoc decisions relative to appointment to Univornitly Library Specialist

positions. Rather than immediately change the present criteria for appoint,-

ment to the University Librarian ranks, the'Library should wait to. see whether

the American Library Association defines alternative career routes to

librarianship. The issele of minimuM qualifications and equivalencies depends

on establishing viable and verifiable alternative career routes to those

positions to which the MLS route normally leads. No such definitive alterna-

tive career routes have yet been established within the library profession.

While it is true that disparities regarding minimum qualifications now exist

from library to library, those institutions allowing the most latitude are

those few institutions with unique and diversified collections, such as

Harvard, Yale, Columbia, etc. The University of Connecticut is not in that

category, and the solutions to the personnel issue at hand should not be sought

in the policies and practices of larger--indeed unique--institutions.

- -The MLS degree is evidence of an individual's commit-
ment to the profession of librarianship and is still,
in most institutions, necessary for the practice of

librarianship.

Experience alone is frequently not transferable frOm one situation to

another, i.e., from one position to another within a particular library or

from One. library to another library. TA'comments-at the all-librarian
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meeting or those who worked at the Onivenity of ConeoLiet Library before

oUtaining the ML:; and the different (omelet, tive they brought to their John

after they received the Mk:I should be especially noted. Further, it is not

fair to nearly the rank of librarinn uponttul.non-MLn holder who will not be

able to transfer that rank to another library which demndn the mu degree.

--Although the profennional literature of librariah-
nhip in replete with criticism of the MU; and its
relevance to professional library work, thin
literature offers few well-reanoned, viable, and
defensible alternative for the education or
librarians.

It is evident in the dinommionn of profeionalinm that librapiann

have, in many instances, relinquished their right of 3(31f-determination and

have allowed others to define their tasks as purely technical exorcises,

able to be performed by anyone with a small amount of technical training and

an introduction to library sources. The intellectual content of a librarian's

responsibilities, the body of knowledge and background of libraries and

library science as taught in library school, and the accompanying exposure

to theory and debate of library problems have frequently' been buried in a
s;

literaturq which denigrates the roles of librarians, yet which offers few

alternatives to library nchool training.. It is this,lack of suggested

alternatives which severely limits the usefulness of the criticisms contained

in'the professional literature.

Some critics of the MLS have relied heavily on Equal Employment

Opportunity guidelines, decisions by neveral civil service boards, and

various studies--especially the Library Selection Project--as evidence for

their belief that the MLS cannot and should not be retained as.a necessary

educational requirement for librarianship. Most disturbing is the fact that

these critics seem, without careful reasoning, to conclude that, the MLS



could not possibly withotand legal ohalleoges--a thIon In Wit.

heansaarily valid. Surely it would he more poduntive to examine the tiL:i

carefully and to strengthen or validate it where eoesserY. :roolidlY with

regard to the Library Sele;11ion Proloct, critics seem to fooun on oartAin

nontIonm of the study in order to bolster their arguments against the

while ignoring other sections which might nndorminq thrum arguments.

These citic:1 also rail to question the underlying notions or the study, itn

faulty reasoning, the, limited participation, inconclusive responses, and'

passible mininterpetation of federal employment guidelines.

The Advisory Council is aware that, its recommendations run counter to

the current trend in library literature. The Council round, however, n

significant lack of substancp in the literature on the subject of minimum

educational requirements for librarianship. It 1:i to be hoped that in the

next few years the focus and quality or the literature will bp different.

C. Conclusion

Having thoroughly considered the issue of establishing an MLS equivalency

t the University of Connecticut Libraries, the Advisory Council on Evaluation

and Promotion recommends that Vie MLS be retained as the minimum educational

requirement for appointment to or promotion within the University Librarian

ranks. During the time that the 2uncil has been researching and discussing

the issue, there have been further modifications made to the University

Library Specialist category. If the perceived problems which precipitated the

issue of equivalent degrees still persist, we urge the Library Administration

to explore other avenues for remedying the problems. Until such time as the

results of the American Library Association's inquiry into equivalencies are

made public and the results of the Ukiversity's job classification study are

known, the Advisory Council will not recommend modification of the minimum

educational requirement for the University Librarian rank3.
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Appendix A

,r

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT LIBRARY

HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS & ARCHIVES

TOI Norman Stevens.

'FROUs Randall:Jimerson
'DATEs, Behruary 26, 1982
REA Requirements for University b rarian Ranks

I hereby request that the minima& educational requirement for the
rank of University Librarian I in Historical Manuscripts & Archives be
set as "completion of an accredited graduate program in History; American
Studies, or Archival Administration.", ,

When this department Conducted a search for a professional archivist
in 1981,A, asked you to explore the possibility of making the appointment

...,5

at the rank of University Librarian l'. r.II,-as would be done for other.

ilibrary positions requiring a graduate degree. Because the position did

not require a degree in "librarianship or information-science,"'and the

successful candidate did.not have such a degree, we were forced to hire
_a professional archivist under'the'rank heading "University Library

Assistant III."

I would like to_request a careful review of this requirement that.
University Librarian I candidates be considered solely on the basis of

having a degree in "librariahship." Professiohal positions in this
department require highly specialized sUblject expertise in order to
evaluate, organize, and provide reference service for archival material's.
Archival materials areentirely different from,library materials and require

uniqhe treatment. The.M.L.S. degree is meithernecessary nor appropriate,
unless accompanied by specifid archival study and advanced study of

History. Increasingly, libraries -- including, among.many.others, Yale
and Michigan -- are recognizing this distimction and opening the librarian

ranks to archivists and others who have the appropriate professional
educationin their fields. ,

Professional staff members in Historical Manuscriets & Archives.
should, not be treated as "second class citizens",because their graduate
training does not fall within the narrow-Constraints on Library Science.

'This requirement is particulaZly objectionable because there is no
Possibility .for promotion beyond the rank of ULA III. We are thus forced°

1to hire young (or older), energetic otOfessional archivists into "a dead

end job classification. This is .
likely to have a detrimental effect on

our future ability to attract Gad keep the best possible candidates for

Archival positions.

,

akt light of this, `I strongly urge a full review of this requirement

by the AdVisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion in the coming months.
At the very least, I should be !Mewed to argue the merits of this case

'before my-peers. I would hope that you will recommend such.dreview.

cc. Ellen Euibardo, ACE?



THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT LIBRARY

March 17, 1982

Ms. Marie Clark ---

Government Publications Department
University Library

Dear Marie:

Appendix B

This letter is.intended to attempt 0 Clarify the issue relating to the
criteria for appointment to or promotion within the University 1Libraria
ranks in respect to the present absolute requirement of a MLS degree. et
me emphasize that I fully endorse the role ofthe present staffi.fi,those ranks
and the.Advisory Couhcil in establishing criteria' subjeCt to. administrative
review and approval within the University Library and the University. While
I do have a particular view on 61e..issue, whicb.I will be happy to share with
the Council_at a later date, my primary intention at this poinr is simply to
attempt to identify more clearly the issues which I feer.the CounCil should
address.

,T

In a broader sense the whole issue of equivalency based on work experi-
ence and of minimumAuallficationg ,folr appointment to the University Librarian
rank's probably should be addressed at some point. As you examine the litera-
ture I am sure that you will find considerable discussipn'of that point. Many
of the questions raised by thoSe issues relate to affirmative action anc eual
opportunity and` it may well be that we will need to consider th6se issues a
some point But for the present, at leaSt, the issue is.a somewhat narrowe
one.

Spdcifically the question is whether or not there are, or may be, positions
within the University Libraries whose duties and responsibilities are such that
they are in accord with the.qualities desired in librarians of all ranks and
those specifically delineated for the various ranks, beginning with that of
University Librarian I, but for which other educational qualifications might
be substituted for the present minimum educational requirment of completion
of an accredited graduate program in librarianship or information science.

Without.attemPting'to suggest new or alternative language.let me at least
support the particUlar problems thatbhoUld beconsidered.'

.

(1) Are'there departments within the:JAbiary where dutie are such that
they meet the other criteria in all respectS but-for which a master's degree

a subject field, or other specialized training , .could be accepted as the
equivalent of the MLS?.



Ms.. .Marie Clark

Page 2
March 17, 1982

(2) Ara there specific jobs, within'the University Library, either
presently established or contemplated, in which the assignments are such that
they again .fullyqrleet all other criteria but for which a master's degree -in
a subject field, or other specialized training, could be accepted as the
equivalIhnt of the MES?

(3). Without assuming that in any and every case a master's degree in a
subject field,would be accepted as the equivalent of-an MLS can a disilnction,
be made, on the basis of the job assignment or the department, between 'those
cases 'where such a degree,,Or specialized training, can be accepted as a
valid equivalent?

(4) Will the pool of potential applicants for certain kinds of positions, or
in certain departments, be unduly restricted if wd.require an MLS in addition
to a subject master's degree, or specialized training?

(5) If consideration is,to be given .to accepting a subject master's
degree,, or specialized training, as the equivalent of the MLS in certain
.departments or for certain positions, can a particular degree, or-degrees,
or a particular kind of specialized training, be clearly identified as an
appropriate criteria?

(6) Can the entire matter be described and defined clearly enough so
that if in certain departments or for certain positions an equivalency is
established, a situation is not created in which questions and issues about
the appropriateness of other degrees or experience for other positions are
raised?

(7) Can the matter be described accurately and` adequately enough in
the criteria so that decisions are automatic and well understood rather than
having to be reached on an ad hoc basis?'

Please let me know if I,can do anything more to clarify (or confuse)
the issue.

Ry

NDS:sm

Sincerely,

vii

Norman D. Stevens
University Librarian
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Appondix'C

THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT LIBRARY
APRIL 8, 1982

TD: All professional librarians

FROM* Advisory Council on Evaluhtion and Promotion of Professional
Librarians (1981-1982)

SUBJECT: April 13, 1982 meeting agenda

Dear Colleagues:

Here,is the propdsed agenda for the April 13, alllibrarian
meeting beginning 9:30 a.m. (refreshments at 9:15) in the Library
Seminar Room, P-108.:

I: Report of this year's Council work not requiring changes in the P.S.R.
-form or Criteria. Estimated time: 20-:30 minutes)

A. history of ACEP meeting (Feb.) with Richard Schimmelpfeng, Mary
Thatcher, Marian Rollin, John Jensen & this year's Council,

discussing:
1. background to formation of ACEP
2, role of ACEP

3. parallel structure of ACEP recommendations reaching Norman
Stavens at the same time as departmental recommendations

4. role of personal knowledge in promotional deliberations

B. ACEP notebook & disposition of ACEP files

C. number of candidates this year, including one. "speeded up"
promotion'last summer

D. UCPEA letter ragarding proMotional raises

E. review of Library administrators
F. disposition of promotional flips

II. Changes in P.S.R. & Criteria. Estimated time: 1* hour. Please see

previous mailing

III. Specialists & M4.S. equivalency: Estimated time: 20-30 minutes.

Should the meeting take longer than the allotted two hours, it
may be necessary to schedule an additional meeting, rather than extending

the meeting much beyond 11:30.

See you all on Tuesday.

viii

Ellen E. Embardo,
Chair



UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT LIBRARY

Mr. Norman D. Stevens
University Librarian
University Library

Dear Mr. Stevens:

May 18, 1982

Appondix D

This` is in response to your letter .of March 17, 982 to the Advisory Council
on Evaluation and Promotion and to previous discussions you have had with the
Council regarding the criteria for appointment to or promotion within the.Univ-'
ersity Librarian ranks in, respect to the present absolute requirement of an
MLS degree.

As you' are aware, at the April 13 ACEP annual meeting with the professional
librarians, it was the conclusion of those present that ACFJP should make such
a recommendation to you after ACEP has discussed the issue with the professional
librarians on the staff. Since the present C inicil expires at the end of May,
those on the Council felt such a recommendati n should be postponed until the
new Council, which convenes in June, has had efficient time to thoroughly
explore the issue. Present Council members wha\will continue to serve on the
next Council anticipate that a recommendation either to change, or not to
change, the present criteria requiring an MLS degree for the Librarian ranks
should be forthcoming to you from the Council by the end of September 1982.
This should give all new Council members ample time to acquaint themselves with
the issue and to solicit input and discussion from Library staff.

P ,

If you anticipate any problems with this time-table, or should you have additional
information or comments you wish to share with the Council regarding this issue;
please contact me.

cc: Randall Jimerson
,Historical Manuscripts and Archives

Sincerely,

1.
Ellen E. Embardo, Chair
Advisory Council on Evaluation

and Promotion

p



Appendix E

THE UNIVERSITY OF' CONNECTICUT LIBRARY.
4

July 6, 1982

0 TO: . All Professional Librarians

FROM: Pamela A. Skinnor "25-
Chair, Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion

SUBJECTI Present absolute requirement of an ML8 degree for appointment to
University Librarian ranks

In 1980-1981 and in'1'981-1982, the Advisory Council on Evaluation and Promotion
has been requested by Norman Stovens, the University Librarian, to ad):\lress the ..

',issue of whether or not the present criteria, which require an MLS degree for
appointment to the Librarian ranks, should be changed to allow the substitution
of other educational qualifications (an "MLS equivalency ") for appointment to
those ranks.. Since this issue addresses major policy and personnel practices
within this Librar , it is obviously not an issue that should be decided, case
by'case,, on an ad Pbc basis. Accordingly, for the past two years, Mr. StevensL
has sought the Council's advice and recomrAendations, not on the particular cases
at hand, but on the broader issue of whether, within the University Libraries,
other educational qualificationsSuch as a master's degree in a subject field
or Other specialized training--can be accepted as the equivalent of the MLS in
Appointment Ao the University Librarian ranks.

The Advisory Council which concluded its'tenure on May 31, 1982 tegan discussions
of this matter in early March 1982 preparatory to forwarding to Mr. Stevens their
recommendations. That Council felt that it would not have sufficient time to
thoroughly explore the issue and charged the new Council, commencing June 1, 1982,

to continue its discussions and to forward its recommendations to Mr. Stevens by

September 30, 1982.

The Council is obviously aware that its recommendations will affect all University
Librarians within the University of Confiecticut.Libraries. The Council is also
aware that the issue of the MIS equivalency is one that is not confined exclusively'

to this-library system but is an issue of concern and discussion within the library
profession generally.

Therefore, the'Council is asking that all interested University Librarians. forward
to the Council their written opinions on this issue. The Council would appreciate
receipt of these written comments (addressed to myself, Reference Department, U-5R)

by July 21, 1982 (excepting vacationing staff, who should forward their responses
as soon as possible after that deadline). ACEP will then hold a meeting of all
professional librarians to discuss these comments and other matters pertaining to
the issue at hand on Wednesday, July 28 in the Conference Room (Administrative

'Offices) at_1:30-3:30 p.m.

To inform itself more thoroughly about the issue of the MLS requirement vs. ,the MLS

equivalency, and to aid other professional librarians in the Libraryto inform
thAselves of the issue, the Council:

1) has collected pertinent professional literature on ,the topic and
has placed this material, on reserve in the University Library.
(Librarians are encouraged to contribute'other relevant materials

to ACEP for inclUsion). A representative sampling of this literature

is being sent to each of the Regional Campus and Professiontl School

libraries.

46



2) in surveying job listings for Iihrariann in the professional literature
,Amorican Lihrarion, Library Journal,' Tho Chroniclo of.ilighor Education,
and Colloge and Research Librarion Newn--41)colloot data on thou() librarios
requiring an MLS and those accepting an MIS equivalency.

3) will bo contacting particular libraries by telephone and by letter in
order to ammo the viability of various personnel policies and "MLS
required" vs. "MLS equivalency" criteria.

A],1 professional librarians are strongly urged to road the materials available on
reserve prior to the July 28 mooting. Appended to this memo is a copy of a letter
from Mr. Stevens to the Council so that all librarians can bo aware of the issues
and questions the Council must address in its recommendations to Mr. Stevens.

attachment
cc: N. Stevens

p
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DPIVER811"( OF' CONUCTICUT LFRHARY

July 22, 1982

TO: All Professional Librarians

arS A
FROM: Pamela A. Skinner v

Chair, Advisory Counoil on Evaluation and Prootion

Appendix F

SUBJECT: Pentponemont of the July 28i 1982 mooting on the
University

absolute
requirement of an MLS degree for,appointment to University Librarian
ranks

Duo to unavoidable circumstances, the meeting scheduled for July 28, 1:30-3:30 on
the MLS equivalency issUe must bo postponed until a later date. The new date:
Wednesday, August 251 10:00-12:00 a.m., in the Conference Room (Administrative
Offices). Since the meeting will not take place for another month and since very
few written comments have been received to da.V, we are also extending the deadline
lo== written comment to August 20.

We very much regret any inconvenience this postponement of the meeting may cause
and hope you will be able to attend on the new date.

attachment: :suggested reading--"Minimum Qualifications for Librariang: What are.
the Issues?"

xii
18



'MEE UNIVNSITY or CONNECTICUT Lf1111ANY

UNII/EPSITY LIOPANY SPECIALIST

Apptindix 0

September 8, 1982

The rank of Univcrnity Library Specialist in currently used for those
positions for which an M.A., Ph.D., or other specialized training or a
formal nature directly relevant to a position, in specifically requited
and is essential to the performance of the duties assigned to that position.

NDS:cbr

4g,

Norman D. Steven
University Librarian
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